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The Empirical Implications of the Cox, Ingersoll,
Ross Theory of the Term Structure of Interest
Rates
STEPHEN J. BROWN and PHILIP H. DYBVIG*
ABSTRACT
The one-factorversion of the Cox, Ingersoll,and Ross model of the term structureis
estimated using monthly quotes on U.S. Treasury issues trading from 1952 through
1983. Using data from a single yield curve, it is possible to estimate implied short and
long term zerocouponrates and the impliedvarianceof changesin short rates.Analysis
of residualspoints to a probableneglectedtax effect.

THE TERMSTRUCTURE
of interest rates is important to economists because the

relationship among the yields on default free securities that differ in their term
to maturity reflects the information available to the market about the future
course of events. The Expectations Hypothesis, the Liquidity Preference Hypothesis (Hicks [10]) and the Market Segmentation Hypothesis (Culbertson
[6]) are theories of the term structure that predict little more than that the
implied forwardrate is either equal to or not equal to the expectation of future
spot rates. Cox, Ingersolland Ross [5] (CIR) model the term structureof interest
rates in a competitive equilibriumcontext. Their model has elements in common
with the earlier hypotheses of the term structure.However,the CIR model has a
rich class of empirical implications, not only for the pricing of default free
securities,but also for the pricing of bond options, callablebonds and other types
of financial claims.
This paper examines the extent to which the model (in its simplest one-factor
form) is descriptiveof the prices of U.S. TreasuryBills, Bonds and Notes traded
from 1952 to 1983. Section I describesthe model, and the parsimoniousrepresentation of bond prices which it implies. Section II describesthe data and Section
III outlines the preliminary results obtained by fitting the model to observed
data. The final section outlines directions for future research.
I. The Model
The simplest form of the CIR model is based on a single factor model of interest
rates. For completeness, we include a simple intuitive derivation of the model.'
The dynamics of the interest rate process are given by
* Both authors are from Yale University. We wish to acknowledgethe helpful comments of Jon
Ingersoll,TerryMarsh,Steve Ross and workshopparticipantsat PrincetonUniversity.All errorsare
our own.
1 This exposition of the CIR model is similarto one found in an early precursorto CIR, Ingersoll
[12].
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dr = K(O-r)dt

(1)

+ afIrz

where K(O- r) is the instantaneous rate if drift (a mean reversion if 0 < K) and
dz is a standardGauss-Wiener process. The varianceof the interest rate process
is proportionalto the level of interest rates.2 Given the instantaneous interest
rate r at period t, let P[r, t, T] represent the price of a riskless pure discount
bond maturingat period T. From Ito's Lemma, the instantaneous rate of return
on the bond is
dP/P = (Prdr + 1/2Prr(dr)2 + Ptdt)/P
=

[K(O-

(2)

r)Pr/P + Pt/P + 1/2o2rPrr/P]dt+ a-7fPr/P dz,

(3)

where we substitute from (1) for dr.
In perfect markets,the instantaneous expected rate of returnfor any asset can
be written as the instantaneous risk free return, r, plus a risk premium. In the
present single factor model, the returns on all assets are locally perfectly correlated to the extent they are all correlatedwith the short interest rate, the only
source of noise in this economy. If we write the instantaneous interest rate on
the zero coupon bond as
dP/P

=

,(r, t, T)dt + v(r, t, T)dz,

(4)

the absence of arbitragein this economy implies that
A(r, t, T) = r + X* (r, t)v(r, t, T)

(5)

Assumingthe risk premiumfactor, X*,to be of the form X_V/a,substituting the
expression for the expected return (5) into (3) yields
rP + XrPr = PrK(O- r) + Pt + 1/2Prru'r

(6)

This is the fundamental equation for the price of any asset which has a value
that depends solely on the instantaneous rate, r, and the time to maturity, T - t
(CIR, eq. 22).
With the boundarycondition that
P(r, T, T) = 1.0

(7)

the solution of (6) is of the form
P(r, t, T] = A[t, T]e-B[t,

where for

X

= T- t,

T]r

(8)

(9)

2 This model for the interest rates is discussed in CIR [4]. Marsh and Rosenfeld [141discuss at
length the empiricalevidence in favor of the model, and suggest alternativemodels for changes in
short term interest rates.CIR [51also considermodelsexpressedin terms of real interest rates,where
inflation uncertaintyis a second factor, and Brennan and Schwartz[2] consideran alternativetwo
factormodel.The argumentfor consideringa single factor model first is its simplicityand empirical
tractability.Whether a multiple factor model will representa significant improvementis an open
empiricalquestion,particularlysince we cannot identify all the parametersof interest in the single
factormodelgiven prices of the set of bonds tradingat a given point in time.
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(10)
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(11)
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+
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X

(12)

2o2}?

+ 01)/2

(13)
(14)

03=- 2xK/

Equations (8) through (14) define the basic CIR model we study in this paper.
We estimate the parametersq1, 02, 03 and r on the basis of data on the prices of
U.S. Treasuryissues trading at a point in time, and thereforeobtain a time series
of estimates of '1, 02, (3 and r.

To gain some intuition for the model, observe that discount bond prices are a
function of the instantaneous interest rate, r (the only state variable), the time
to maturity, r, and the parameters01, (72, and 4Owhich are in turn related to the
risk premiumparameterXand interest rate process parametersU, K and 0.
If we look at the price of the discount bond as a function of time to maturity,
X = T - t (leaving t, r, 1, (02, and 03 fixed), we are essentially looking at a single
yield curvefor such bonds tradingas of periodt. Specifically,the yield to maturity
, ytm, is given by

ytm

=

-log(P)/r

(15)

For small time to maturity r, P ~ exp[-ri] and ytm ~ r. For r large, P is of the
order exp[-(q1 -02)03X5] and rL, the discount rate on such long discount bonds

is asymptoticallygiven by3
rL = (01

-

(16)

02)03

Of the U.S. Treasury issues trading on a given date, only Treasury Bills are
pure discount issues pricedby (8). Other Treasuryissues are couponbonds. Such
bonds can be priced by the model if we ignore tax effects and regardeach as a
portfolioof discount issues, one for each couponpayment and one for the terminal
payment on the bond. Consider a coupon bond that entitles the holder to the
vector of remaining payments, c, to be received on the vector of dates, d. The
value of such a bond at period t is given by
V* (t, c,

d)-=

E

> tcP(r,

t, di)

(17)

In terms of this notation, a pure discount bond such as a Treasury Bill can be
representedas a bond with a single payment to be received at the time the Bill
matures.
'This is the result (expressedin terms of the definitions (10) through(14) above)given by CIR as
their Equation (26). See Dybvig, Ingersoll and Ross [7] for an analysis of the propertiesof long
interest rates.
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To estimate the parameters of the model, we make the further assumption
that the bond price quoted in period t, V(t, c, d), deviates from the model price
V*(t, c, d) by a zero-mean error, Et,T:
V(t, c, d) = V*(t, c, d) +

Et,T

(18)

The error in (18) is assumed to be independent and identically distributed as
Normal in the cross section of bonds that cover the maturities traded at that
point of time.4
Given the model for the observations (18), it is possible to obtain maximum
likelihood estimates of the parameters /1, 02, 03 and the instantaneous interest
rate, r, using nonlinear least squaresproceduresapplied to data on the prices of
bonds of different maturities trading at a given point in time.5 From these
estimates, it is possible to identify the parametera using
=2= 2[0102

-

2

(19)

and the implied long rate rL,using Equation (16), although it is not possible to
separatelyidentify the parameters0, K and X.6
The advantage of the CIR model is that it provides for a parsimonious
representation of the yield curve within the context of a relatively flexible
functionalform. If correct,it would simplify the comparisonof bonds of different
maturities.However,it representsa highly nonlinear function of the parameters
to be estimated, and data from the cross section of securities representingthe
yield curve will suffice to identify only certain of the parameters of interest.
Furthermore,little is known of the statistical propertiesof the data by which the
model is to be estimated.
II. The Data
Data on U.S. Treasury security prices was taken from the CRSP Bond files for
the period from December, 1952 through December, 1983. For each month we
used data for every Treasury Bill, Note and Bond trading as of that quote date,
excludingfromthe sample callablebonds, bonds not federallytaxed, flowerbonds
'This stochastic specificationis motivatedby the necessity to use the mean of bid and ask price
quotationsinstead of prices that representactual trade data. These price quotationsare themselves
subjectto measurementerrors.The assumptionthat the errorsare i.i.d. is relativelystrong.We would
expect that since bonds of differingmaturitiestrade with different frequenciesthe variancearising
from quotationerrorsneed not be constant across maturities.If we were to assume instead that the
errorsarise frompossible misspecificationof the pricingrelation,the errorswouldbe associatedwith
the discountbond componentP(r, t, T), which would imply that the variance of the errorsshould
increasewith maturityand be correlatedacross bonds of different maturities.In addition, it might
be reasonableto suppose that such pricing errors would be proportionalrather than additive. For
these reasons, it is crucialto examine carefullythe specificationof the errorprocess in light of the
observeddata.
' Marsh [13] (especially pp. 427-431) proposes (but does not actually implement) an entirely
differentapproachto obtainingmaximumlikelihoodestimates of the modelusing time seriesof ratios
of discountbond prices.
'This observationis exactly analogousto the observationthat one can identify the variancebut
not the mean of the processgeneratingstock returnsfrom observingthe prices of options tradingon
the stock, if the Black-Scholesoption pricingformula(Black and Scholes [1]) is correct.
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and bonds which had limited negotiabilitybecauseof prohibitionsand restrictions
on commercialbank ownership. These prices were either the trading prices or
the mean of bid and ask price quotations where trading prices were otherwise
not available, plus the accumulatedinterest as of that date. For each price, the
correspondingtime to maturity as well as (in the case of coupon bonds) the
coupon payments, the number of payments remaining and the time to next
payment were computed using information available on the CRSP tape. These
data were orderedby quote date and then by time to maturity,providingfor 373
cross sections of default-free coupon bond prices, each of which was used to
estimate the parametersof the CIR model.
III. Results
Table I reports the time series means and standard deviations of maximum
likelihoodestimates of three identifiableparametersof the model, for the overall
period and for subperiodschosen to conform with those used by CIR [4].7 Panel
A reports estimates of the underlyingprocess variance, a. Panel B reports the
model estimates of the instantaneous rate of interest. This is comparedto the
average of the short rates of interest obtained as the average yield of Treasury
Bills with up to 14 days to maturity for each bond quote date. Panel C gives the
mean estimates of the implied return on a long term discount bond based on
Equation (16). This is comparedto the averageyield to maturity of the 14 bonds
with the longest term to maturity as of each quote date. These numbersare not
strictly comparable,since the average yield to maturity was computed on the
basis of coupon rather than discount bonds, and therefore we should expect the
observeddifferencebetween the returns to be positive (negative) when the yield
curve is upward(downward)sloping.
The results reportedin Panel A indicate that estimates of the implied process
variancediffer from the varianceparametersof the process estimated by CIR [4]
on the basis of a time series of week by week interest on TreasuryBills with 13
weeks to maturity. However, the numbers are of a similar order of magnitude,
and the impliedprocess varianceappearsmore stable throughtime than the time
series estimates. The differencesmay simply reflect the relative lack of precision
of the time series based estimates.
In Figure 1 we report the implied standarddeviation of changes in short rates
given as s = ofir (breaks in the graph represent months for which the estimate
of the implied variance, a2, was zero or was (slightly) negative). Month by month
changes in the implied standard deviation of the short rate are quite dramatic.
These are consistent with the sampling error in these estimates. On the same
figure we report the annualized standard deviation of month by month changes
in observed short rates estimated for each year of our sample period.8The fact
7We shouldnote that the asymtoticstandarderrorsof the individualestimates are large since the
likelihoodfunctionsprovedrelativelyflat in the regionof the MLE of the parameters41, 02, and O3.
8 Inspectionof Figure 1 wouldseem to suggest a regimeshift in the interest rate processbracketed
by the period from late 1979 throughlate 1982. Such a regimeshift has been documentedby others
(Huizinga and Mishkin [11]) who associate the shift with changes in Federal Reserve operating
proceduresin October1979 and October1982.
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Table I

Comparisonof Estimates Based on Crossectionof Bonds Trading at a Point in
Time with Estimates Based on Time Series of Bond Returnsa
A. Implied process variance compared to time series estimates
Standard
Deviation
1952/12-1983/12
1967/01-1976/12
1967/01-1968/12
1969/01-1970/12
1971/01-1972/12
1973/01-1974/12
1975/01-1976/12
1977/01-1978/12
1979/01-1980/12
1981/01-1982/12
1983/01-1983/12
1952/12-1966/12
1967/01-1970/12
1970/01-1976/12
1977/01-1983/12

(72

of U2

0.2121
0.2041
0.3178
0.2651
0.1212
0.2266
0.1758
0.2102
0.4740
0.5396
0.2054
0.1196
0.2770
0.1641
0.3790

0.3401
0.2140
0.3358
0.2608
0.0760
0.2518
0.1578
0.4717
0.6572
0.4510
0.1097
0.2323
0.2742
0.1612
0.5118

Time Series
Estimate of
2b

NA
0.316
0.158
0.162
0.400
1.712
0.524
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0.172
0.412
NA

B. Implied instantaneous interest rate compared to short term Treasury Bill ratec
r
1952/12-1983/12
1967/01-1976/12
1967/01-1968/12
1969/01-1970/12
1971/01-1972/12
1973/01-1974/12
1975/01-1976/12
1977/01-1978/12
1979/01-1980/12
1981/01-1982/12
1983/01-1983/12
1952/12-1966/12
1967/01-1970/12
1970/01-1976/12
1977/01-1983/12

0.0534
0.0579
0.0497
0.0666
0.0425
0.0764
0.0543
0.0678
0.1163
0.1252
0.0805
0.0272
0.0582
0.0585
0.0999

r-rf
0.0045
0.0043
0.0048
0.0057
0.0030
0.0040
0.0039
0.0058
0.0182
0.0110
-0.0039
0.0023
0.0052
0.0036
0.0094

(-rf)

tvalue

0.0089
0.0057
0.0049
0.0052
0.0033
0.0087
0.0049
0.0050
0.0154
0.0200
0.0042
0.0042
0.0050
0.0057
0.0155

9.77
8.26
4.80
5.37
4.45
2.25
3.90
5.68
5.79
2.69
-3.22
7.12
7.21
5.79
5.56

a Time series means of CIR parameters were estimated on the basis of US Treasury Issue prices
from 1952/12 to 1983/12. U2 represents the time series mean of estimates of the interest rate variance
parameter, U2 (excluding from the computation those months for which the implied variance was
estimated to be zero or negative).
b These numbers were taken from Cox, Ingersoll and Ross [4], Table 1, expressed on an annualized
basis.
r represents the time series mean of estimates of the implied instantaneous interest rate, and
r - rf is the mean difference between these estimates and the short term rate given as the mean yield
on US Treasury Bills with at most 14 days to maturity as of each quote date.

that there is a correspondencebetween the two sets of numbers is remarkable
given that the solid lines represent standard deviations implied by the shape of
the yield curve alone at a single point in time, whereas the stars give estimates
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Table I-continued
C. Implied long term interest rate compared to yield on long term Treasury Bond issuesd
rL

1952/12-1983/12
1967/01-1976/12
1967/01-1968/12
1969/01-1970/12
1971/01-1972/12
1973/01-1974/12
1975/01-1976/12
1977/01-1978/12
1979/01-1980/12
1981/01-1982/12
1983/01-1983/12
1952/12-1966/12
1967/01-1970/12
1970/01-1976/12
1977/01-1983/12

0.0666
0.0755
0.1068
0.0659
0.0661
0.0576
0.0791
0.0771
0.1003
0.1266
0.1137
0.0390
0.0864
0.0685
0.1031

rL -

rfL

W(L-

rfL)

0.0439
0.0741
0.1538
0.0120
0.0084
0.0255
0.0054
0.0062
0.0037
0.0039
0.0020
0.0146
0.1119
0.0171
0.0047

0.0059
0.0107
0.0558
-0.0030
0.0073
-0.0136
0.0057
0.0006
-0.0015
-0.0013
0.0037
0.0056
0.0264
-0.0001
-0.0001

t value
2.60
1.58
1.78
-1.22
4.26
-2.61
5.17
0.47
-1.99
-1.63
6.41
4.99
1.63
-0.05
-0.20

drL represents the time series mean of estimates of the implied long term rate, and r - rfLis the
mean difference between these estimates and the long term rate given as the mean yield to maturity
of the 14 Treasury Bonds quoted as of the same quote date. Note that these numbers are not strictly
comparable, as rL applies to discount bonds and rfLis estimated from long term coupon bonds. With
a rising yield curve, we would expect the difference to be positive.

based on the time series of short rates.9If we consider the annual averageof the
implied standard deviations, &t,as a predictor of the time series estimate of the
standarddeviationof changes in the short rate, st, we cannot rejectthe hypothesis
that it is an unbiasedpredictor:
St = -.00707 + .87635 st

R2

=

.61

(20)

(.01484) ( .12971)
(Standarderrorsin parentheses)
with an intercept not significantly different from zero and a slope coefficient not
significantly different from unity. At this level, it would appear that the model
is quite well specified. Furthermore, the model may predict the variance of
interest rate changes as well as or better than historical time series based
estimates.
As indicated in Panel B of Table I, the model appears to systematically
overestimate the implied short rates of return. The degree of overestimation is
significant in all but the subperiodof the data from January to December 1983.
It is interesting that this apparent misspecificationmatches a similar misspecification reportedby Fama and MacBeth [8] in their study of equilibriumin the
equity securities markets. However, it would be prematureto conclude that this
representscompellingevidence that the CIR model is misspecified;it may merely
9 Stephen Ross has pointed out to us that, of course, if one were solely interested in using the CIR
model to estimate the standard deviation parameter a implied by the term structure, a simpler and
probably more efficient alternative to full maximum likelihood estimation would be to linearize
Equations (9) through (14) around a.
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Figure 1. Impliedand time series estimates of standarddeviation.

indicate problems with the stochastic specificatilonand procedures used to
estimate the implied short rate.10
Turning to the long rates reported'in Panel C of Table L we find that while
on long term bondsfor
the impliedlong rate is greaterthan the yield to mnaturity
10Computingthe averagetermpremiagiven as the differencebetweenthe averageof forwardrat;es
andthe
impliedby the monthlyestimates of the modelparametersfor a rangeof terms to mnaturity,
averageobservedshort rates of return,yielded results consistent with those reportedby Fama [9].
These results (availablefrom the authors)are noteworthyin view of the fact that the CIR modelis
a parsimoniousrepresentationestimatedon the basis of a widerclass of Treasuryissues than those
c
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the entire sample, the result is mixed for subperiodsof the data. This result is
not surprising. For the overall period,the yield curve is positively sloped (rx<
rL) whereas in the subperiodswhere the implied long rate is significantly less
than the yield to maturity,the yield curve is negatively sloped (r > rxL). In these
circumstances,we would expect precisely the relationship we observe between
the implied long rate and yields to maturity on long coupon bonds.
To examine in some greaterdepth the issue of how well specified the model is,
Figure 2 reports boxplots of the standardizedresiduals from fitting the model
using the method of maximumlikelihood.These residualsare classified according
to
1. whether the bond in question is a TreasuryBill or other Treasuryissue,
2. whetherthe bond is pricedto trade at a premiumor at a discount (note that
the latter category accounts for all TreasuryBills), and
3. whetherthe bond is long term or short term to maturity,where "shortterm"
is defined as the period for which capital gains are taxed as ordinaryincome
(six months prior to 1977 and one year subsequent to that date, except in
the case of Treasury Bills the discount for which is treated as ordinary
income in every year of our sample, and were thus considered"shortterm"
issues).
To interpret these boxplots, note that 95 percent of the data falls within the
extent definedby the "whiskers",while the box gives the interquartilerange.The
median is the dashed line within the box and the "notches"on either side of the
box give the 95 percent confidence interval for the median. We see from these
plots that the dispersionof the errorsassociated with TreasuryBills is much less
pronouncedthan for the other Treasury issues. We see also some evidence that
the distribution of errors differs across bonds trading at a premium and bonds
tradingat a discount in that the residualsin each case appearskewedbut skewed
in opposite directions. Furthermore, there is some evidence that the model
appearsto overpredictprices of bonds trading at a premium,to the extent that
the median residualfor such bonds is significantly negative.
This difference between bonds trading at a premium and bonds trading at a
discount is highlightedby comparingthe residualsprior to 1979 (Figure 3) with
those subsequent to 1979 (Figure 4). While the general appearance of these
figures is similar to Figure 2, the model appearsto be seriously misspecified not
only with respect to the distinction between Treasury Bills and other Treasury
issues, but also between premium and discount bonds. This can be seen most
clearly in the post-1979 results of Figure 4. Not only do premium and discount
issues differ accordingto the direction of their relative skewness, but discount
bond prices are very significantly underestimatedby the model, and premium
prices are as significantly overestimated.
Treasury Bills are traded in a more active secondary market than are other
Treasury issues, and one would expect quoted prices to be much closer to trade
prices for the Bills. It is not surprisingthat the model seems to fit better to the
quotedprices for TreasuryBills than to the prices quoted for short term discount
bonds which are otherwise indistinguishablefrom the Bills. This argumentdoes
not explain the apparentdifferencebetween discount and premiumbonds. Since
the two categories of bonds differ accordingto their United States income tax
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Figure 2. These boxplots (described in text) give the median, interquartile range and 95 percent
confidence intervals for the residuals from the fitted model (actual price less estimated model price)
standardized by the standard deviation of the residuals estimated for each month in the sample. The
residuals are classified in each month by whether the bonds in question are trading at a premium or
discount, and whether the remaining time to maturity would qualify any holding period gain for long
term capital gains tax treatment. The numbers under each panel give the number of residuals from
T Bills (Bll) and from T Bonds and Notes (Bnd) falling within each classification.

treatment,it is reasonableto explorepossible tax explanationsof the specification
errorsassociated with these bonds.
The CIR model was derived without considerationof taxes, and to this point
we have ignoredthe tax implications associated with purchase or sale of default
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Figure 3. Boxplots of standardizedresidualsfor the period 1952/12 through1978/12.

free bonds. To see how the model might be adjustedto consider tax effects, note
that the United States tax code treats premia and discounts on long term bonds
held to maturity in an asymmetric fashion: the bondholder can amortize the
premiumover the life of the bond to reducetaxable income, whereasthe discount
is taxed at favorablecapital gains rates when the bond is sold or redeemed.This
is not the complete story, of course. There is an option effect introducedwhen
we consider that changes in interest rates can transform a premiumbond into a
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Figure 4. Boxplots of standardizedresidualsfor the period 1979/1 through1983/12.

discount bond." However, other things equal, investors should prefer bonds
trading at a discount to bonds trading at a premium.12
The model misspecification apparent in the comparison of premium and
discount bonds presented in Figure 4 is consistent with such a tax hypothesis.
" See Constantinedesand Ingersoll [3] for an analysis of the option effect and numericalresults
that indicatethat the effect is significant.
12 We should note that recent changes in US tax law may serve to minimize the importanceof
these tax relatedeffects.
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This argument is made more compelling when we consider that the degree of
model misspecificationincreased subsequentto 1979, a year in which there were
major changes in the tax law relating the the taxable status of capital gains
relativeto other income. The simplest version of the tax hypothesiswouldpredict
that the degree of misspecification associated with the long term bonds should
differ from that of the short term bonds. However,the degreeof misspecification
appearsto be as severe for both classes of bonds. Clearly,more work needs to be
done at both the theoretical and empiricallevels to account for this phenomenon.
IV. Conclusions
The CIR model, at least in its simplest form, is readily estimable on the basis of
prices of United States Treasury issues coveringthe maturity spectrumthat are
quoted at a point in time. Using data from the yield curve alone, it is possible to
estimate both the instantaneous default free interest rate and the variance of
changes in that rate. It is possible to compare such estimates implied by the
prices of a cross section of bonds trading at a point of time with estimates
obtained from studying the time series of short term interest rates.
While the variance of the default free return implied by the prices of different
bonds tradingat a point in time seems to correspondquite well to the time series
variance of short interest rates, the model systematically overestimates short
interest rates. Furthermore,studyingthe residualsfromthe modelwe find further
evidence that the model is misspecified in the context of these data. The model
appears to fit Treasury Bills better than it does other Treasury issues. This
violates the assumption that errors in pricing are identically distributed across
Treasury issues. In addition the model significantly overpricespremium issues
and underpricesdiscount issues, partiallyconsistent with a neglectedtax hypothesis. Further work needs to be done to revise the specification of the model to
account for these issues.
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DISCUSSION
WAYNEE. FERSON*:Brown and Dybvig [2] examine the single state variable
term structuremodel of Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (CIR) using price data for U.S.
Treasury securities of various maturities. Although the work they present is
admittedly preliminary, it seems to have been thoughtfully executed and the
approachis appealing for several reasons. First, given the possibility of substitution across maturities it seems reasonable that discount bonds with similar
maturities should have similar yields; that is, the term structure should be
"smooth."Alternative approaches to imposing smoothness in term structure
estimation-such as the use of splines-do so in a relatively ad hoc way. The
present approach imposes smoothness across the term structure by using a
functional form for bond prices that derives from an economic model and which
depends on a "small"number of parameters.A second attractive feature is that
such an approachhas the potential to produceestimates of parametersthat may
be of broader interest. As CIR and Brown and Dybvig point out, the term
structure in this model embodies the information currently available to the
market about the future course of events. Expected market risk premiums for
example, are reflected in the term structure,Recent empiricalwork of Campbell
[31, Keim and Stambaugh [5] and others suggests that ex ante yield curve
informationmay have some predictivepower for future rates of return on other
securities. It seems to me that a confluence of these two strains might prove
profitable in future research,potentially providingboth guidance on functional
form for predictiveempiricalmodels as well as interesting tests of pricing theory
based on conditional moments.
Brown and Dybvig do not exploit an opportunity to address empirically the
classical question of the term structure,namely the relation of the yield curve to
expectations about future interest rates. The CIR model as estimated here does
not seem to allow separateidentificationof term premiums;that is, the difference
between forwardrates and expected future spot rates. It does seem to be possible
to obtain, at each date, estimates of the parametersneeded to forecast the spot
rate, except for the speed of adjustment coefficient. Given an estimate of these
parameters (say, from a previous period time series) then ex ante forecasts of
future interest rates could be formed using term structure information as of the
currentdate. An importantcaveat here is that nondeterministicvariation in such
* Universityof Chicago.

